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Its been a busy month and I don’t foresee it slow-

ing down much the next up and coming weeks. 

Several new people have shown up and getting fa-

miliar with our organization. 

Discord has had a few channels added and some 

changes made to it’s layout that many feel will 

help improve the overall activity of the discord. 

Make sure to check it out and leave some 

thoughts. Another addition to the discord is the 

addition of a new bot named The-Win-Bot. Please 

take a minute to read about him on page 6. He will 

heavily influence the future of how our drawings, 

activities, and more will be orchestrated. In fact we 

even had a giveaway as more of a test using the 

new bot and gave away  a game code for a game 

on Steam, a 10$ SC gift card, and a set of Voyager 

helmet and spacesuit.  

A lot of events have been held recently that have 

had some good turn outs. It is great to see people 

showing up for things. That’s a great sign that peo-

ple arechecking back in and seeing whats going on 

before the big 3.3 update, estimated to release 

next week. 

Other excitement for next week is Citizen Con in 

Austin Texas that several members will be making 

it to. So next issue should have a good amount of  

 

 

 

juicy articles regarding the trip. For an idea of what 

we plan to do check out the article on page 2 for 

the itinerary. 

A huge thanks to several members who have 

stepped up to help make this issue happen. One 

story and an entire page was designed by  

Adelwolf. We had 4 other contributors as well, 

Blackbird, Commodore “Dad” Lando, Revlis-

Antares, and Kal, all helping to each write up a sto-

ry or an article this month. I very much appreciate 

all of you for your assistance and look forward to 

what more you are willing to contribute. 

This is a truly great community. I know it has it’s 

quiet moments. Everyone does. But I want to en-

courage everyone especially now with 3.3 on the 

horizon  and 3.3.5 just a little further out, it is a 

great time to get back involved. 

 

 

One man alone can do a lot of good. 

Many men unified together can achieve miraculous 

amounts of greatness 
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Olisar being targeted?! 
By: Adelwolf 

For the everyday person who travels around Crusader and its moons,  Port Olisar may seem like the 

busy station of Crusader. However, a strange cult seems to target innocent people’s ships awaiting 

launch on the landing pads. The dangerous cult, who refer to themselves as “The Will of Benny” seem 

to only want to cause annoyance and become nuisances to the general public, not even giving them a 

chance to retaliate against their unjust treatment. Crusader Security themselves seems to be unable 

to deter them. Do we stand a chance against these crazed fanatics, or will we stay grounded? 

CitizenCon 2948 
By: Brewen Shaw 

Citizen Con is now just a week away! A small group of UNARAS diplomats and council are prepared to 

make to long trip across the ‘verse to attend  in Austin Texas. We plan to make it just in time for the 

Bar Citizen Tuesday night. Wednesday of course will be spent at the con in the majestic Long Center. 

Thursday morning we have been told we may have the opportunity to sit with non other than Jared 

Huckaby over breakfast and chat. Then Friday we are scheduled for a CIG office tour. Check out next 

months issue to read about who we talked to, what we saw, and the secrets we uncovered.   



Humble Beginnings 



 

 

Humble Beginnings 

By: Blackbird 

 

When Amala was young growing up on the drift, she never really seemed to have any prospects. She had the desire 

to do something with her life, but opportunity was another matter. When she was old enough to get a pilot license 

she managed to get her hands on an Aurora. It was old and it was beat up, but it was in perfect working condition 

with new parts and it was hers. She started doing contracted hauling jobs for people. It was really just glorified deliv-

ery but it worked out well, and she started getting a reputation as someone that you could trust to do the job quick-

er than most and with absolute reliability.  

One day one of her regular customers pulled her aside after a delivery. As much as I value your service and would 

miss you, I think you need to talk with Bayou. You'll find her over in the trading terminal area selling some ore in an 

old wrinkled brown leather jacket. She's getting older, and could use some help but she won't ask for it. A few of us 

have already recommended you to her but you have to be the one to approach her. She's into light mining and you 

could use a more lucrative trade.  

Amala had noticed Bayou before when they both happened to be at the station at the same time. Bayou had been 

wanting some help because you could make money four times as fast with a little help, and the thought of taking 

more time off here and there had appeal. Bayou invited Amala into the food service area to have lunch and talk.  

"Just how in love with your little Aurora are you?" Bayou asked her. "It's not much to look at but it's dependable, 

why do you ask?" Amala replied. Bayou looked at her as if appraising her. "I have some credits, but even with a good 

reputation I would feel a lot better going into business with you if you had a stake in things along with me. If you 

sold your Aurora and we went in half we could get a hull B that I know about that could carry the cargo from my 

prospector. If you make the runs to sell the ore we could make back what we spent on the ship within a month. If 

you paid me my half, I could sign it over free land clear." Amala thought about this carefully while eating a burger. A 

Hull B would be a definite upgrade, and it's great for carrying cargo. A hull B would still be kind of cramped to live in. 

To save money she had been living on her Aurora and she was getting tired of such a small space. She knew just 

enough about Bayou and had seen her enough times to be pretty comfortable with her. "Bayou, do you live on your 

ship too?" "Most of the time yes, but sometimes I rent out a hab to have a bit more room to move around but my 

prospector provides for my needs." Amala was thinking as she spoke "I was thinking. How compatible is a freelanc-

er? It has a much larger living area. It has more than enough room for two people to live in comfort with lots of 

room to stretch out and use the extra bunks for personal storage."  

 

Check Back Next Month for the Next Installment  

Of Tales from the Port 
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2948 UNARAS Star Marine Competition 

By: Brewen Shaw 

 

Last year we held an inner org competition to help train 

and determine some of the best FPS players within the 

Unified Armistice Association. Special discord roles giv-

en out to those who did well. 

 

Well, this years plans have begun once more to get this 

years Star Marine competition under way. All roles from 

the previous year will be erased and reassigned to this 

years victors. Perhaps some will retain their roles, while 

some newer members take some for themselves.  

 

The current estimated date for the event is to be 

around mid December. Hopefully winter break for those 

college and high school students among us. It is current-

ly being discussed if it will remain a 1v1, 2v2, or elimina-

tion.  

 

So check the event calendar at www.unaras.org for up 

coming star marine training happening every other Fri-

day and every Saturday. Then be on the look out for the 

official appearance of the competition. Get signed up 

and prove you’re worth something.  

Conceptual Science 

By: Brewen Shaw 

In  a recent episode of Reverse the Verse on Friday September 

14th. Jared and systems designer Calix Reneau prototyped out 

how relics and items might be analyzed to determine the mate-

rial or properties of an object. The idea purposed is not a for 

sure thing. Simply an early idea of how it could look 

The idea was a set of multi colored shapes that seem to need 

to connect correctly. Once all the colors were connected to the 

corresponding colors it would unlock more information about 

the object. The exact steps for moving about the lines was 

vague and was explained as a complicated process so it wasn't 

to easy to just learn the secrets of the universe. 

However, once you broke down an objects secrets you could 

then sell that information, keep it for yourself, or use it in other 

ways that may help you. 

Let us know what you think about how this idea sounds and 

provide some feed back. Also check out the video and get the 

details for yourself at https://robertsspaceindustries.com/

comm-link/transmission/16758-Reverse-The-Verse-LIVE 
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Cards Against Humanity Online 

BY: Brewen Shaw 

We have begun a new event; Cards against Humanity Online! 

We plan to play every other week. We will allow the first ten 

people to join, to play. If before we start we end up with 14 or 

more players we will split into two groups. 

The game will play like most any other CAH with one exception, 

any blank cards must be filled in with a Star Citizen, UNARAS, or 

UNARAS Member reference or insult. If you are making fun of a 

member best to keep it about someone playing. Players re-

member its all in good fun and insults should not be taken seri-

ously. If you are taking it seriously, you might be playing the 

wrong game. 

I look forward to seeing what horrible things a great group of 

humanitarians can come up with. So check the event calendar 

and make sure you make it to a game! 

Welcome The-Win-Bot 

By: Brewen Shaw 

We have been an org that not only helps those in the 

‘verse, but tries to help those in our org. We help by 

doing giveaways. We give away ships, we giveaway 

gift cards, we help how we can. However there has 

always been a concern that we were giving away 

items and money donated to members who were not 

an active part of what we do. We are building a solu-

tion. 

Before we simply took a list from CIG of all members 

in the org. We then randomly drew members from 

the list and checked to see if they were also present 

on discord. Then we would send them a discord mes-

sage with 5 or 7 days to respond. If they failed to re-

spond we started over. It was a tiring and repetitive 

way to find a winner and often people who were nev-

er active, would become active, collect their prize, 

then go silent once again. 

Enter The-Win-Bot. He tracks each member in discord 

for the number of text based messages they send. He 

counts the minutes they spend in  

voice channels. Then he awards  

each member points when they  

reach certain mile stones. For  

example after leaving 10 mess- 

ages each week he will give  

you a point. Additional points  

can be awarded for those who  

attend events like Star Marine,  

those who donate money to the org, 

 those who  help write newsletter  

articles, and more. Those points are coll- 

become opportunities for you to win. At the end of each month the  

points reset. There is currently a point cap of 10 points. The-Win-Bot can 

even randomly decide the winner when a Lord asks him to. 

The-Win-Bot is currently under construction at the time of writing this, 

but may be implemented by publish of this newsletter. A huge thanks to 

Heyiceman for the hours he put into building this awesome addition to 

our discord. We are sure it will help streamline the process of selecting 

winners and insuring that those who are active have the best chances of 

being rewarded. 



Greetings  IDAI & Affiliated Organizations; 

I thought I would address you all before attending Citizen Con 2948, this 

month in Austin, Texas.  As some of you may  know my main purpose for 

attending this event, aside from  mingling with other Star Citizens is to ac-

tively recruit new members  for IDAI.  Because IDAI is exclusive member-

ship, I have to find a very particular type of Citizen.  Please understand that  

I am in  no way putting down or criticizing other orgs for being open but, I 

have a singular vision for this org and if the wrong type of person is incorpo-

rated into the organization the results could be  counter productive to  the 

mission goals.   

The people we have associated with us now are, by choice, here  because 

they understand what IDAI is all about.  Even the least active of us has no 

desire to inhibit those goals.   Eventually,  Star Citizen will become more 

active as a game, just by virtue of it’s future enhancements.  People will 

become less frustrated  due to the fact that there will be less glitches and 

OCS, as I now understand it, will improve the game considerably.  I expect 

even with our small numbers, org activity in the game will increase.    

This of course is going to determine the success or failure of the organiza-

tion just because of the ships  in the IDAI fleet.  Right now, the Org has four 

(4) Hammerheads and the crew compliment  to fly these monsters is consid-

erable.  I’m going to  request that each of you talk up IDAI as much as possi-

ble and help me increase our numbers.   

Believe me, I truly  understand the modality behind games and gamers but, 

there are a few of us in the Org and still out there, that love this game  and 

want to play  it the way  it is supposed to be played;  with caring, integrity, 

and dedication.   

We are extremely fortunate to have friends and affiliates that share our 

goals, and personally, I will always be grateful to the leaders and members 

of these Organizations.   

In closing, I want each and every one of you to know that I consider you all 

personal friends , and I look forwards to a long and productive relationship 

in the future.   

I’m hopeful I can broadcast throughout CitCon but, that  of course,  depends 

upon my  technical ability with Social Media.  If  nothing else, perhaps I can 

put together a short video  for all of you to  view.   

 

Commodore “Dad” Lando 

IDAI NEWS 



Cyclone Variants Released with 3.3 

By: Revlis-Antares 

Introducing the brand new cocktail of awesome which is no less 

than the mighty CYCLONE from TUMBRIL! This four-legged jagu-

ar tears across the rugged terrain of any planet with conditions 

other than only the most inhospitable! Featuring various mod-

ules such as epic pew pew weapons and optional engine up-

grades, the Tumbril Cyclone uses its five variants to smite all 

challenges before it!*  

The variants of the god like Tumbril Cyclone include:  

- The Cyclone Base Model,  

- Cyclone-TR Militia Variant,  

- Cyclone-RC Racing Catalyst,  

- Cyclone-RN Scouting and Reconnaissance Option,  

- Cyclone-AA Anti-Air Powerhouse!  

With tires able to grip on even the loosest grains of sand with a 

frame light enough to progress without sticking, the Cyclone 

base model glides over even the finest snows in MicroTec!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Utilising the ability to scramble and race to victory, the Cyclone-

RC Racing Variant DECIMATES opposition that may ever dare 

oppose!  

Carving the way through vanguard and foe, the Cyclone-TR Mili-

tia and Security Variant will SMITE any "security risks" that cut 

you up on the motorway!  

Eyeing the wastes and charting the landmasses of unexplored 

planes, the Cyclone-RN Scouting and Reconnaissance variant can 

place more beacons than big benny's can VENDING MACHINES!  

The Cyclone-AA Anti-Air powerhouse will quite literally BLOW 

AWAY any and many pests that may fly over your head at any 

one time!  

Blasting opportunities into sight, grab your Cyclone Tumbril TO-

DAY before your neighbours get them first!  

[*Disclaimer: (as long as that does not include orbital rock can-

nons.)]  
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By: Carlos Stanford 

Source: Stardust Magazine 

 

Three years ago, an investigation commissioned by 

Senator Junger Ries of the United Empire of Earth Sen-

ate concluded it would be “prohibitively difficult to at-

tempt to evacuate any civilians [from the former Gold 

Horizon stations] without a devastating cost of life from 

our law enforcement and military personnel.” Located 

on the outskirts of the UEE space and beyond, these 

platforms, which were once the heralds of humanity’s 

glorious expansionism, have since been reduced to law-

less orbital cities, at best, and violently-disputed locales 

of illegal activities, at worst. 

For the descendants of the original Messer-era work-

force, left behind after Gold Horizon’s rapid collapse, 

they are essentially refugees in their own homes with 

neither government to protect their interests nor means 

to go elsewhere. One might have thought that being left 

to the mercies of the ever-changing, ruling, outlaw fac-

tions was bad enough, but Senator Ries recommended 

the destruction of the remaining stations from space, 

without possibility of civilian relocation. 

I visited one of the stations to see what life is like within. 

Shortly after the end of the station’s gruelling twelve-

hour night shift, I’m sat in Neutrality, a public bar and 

the only honest establishment on the station. True to its 

namesake, factional differences are discouraged and  

 

 

 

I’m reliably told clashes are almost unheard of. The mu-

sic, a fusion of dubstep and death metal, is loud and 

incomprehensible, but the bass beats provide a wel-

coming continuity over the roar of conversation. The 

staff keep the flow of stims and alcohol steadily pulsing 

out to the masses; bringing sharp and dull respite to 

patrons and passers-by. The scent of industrial-grade 

disinfectants used in the local drug factories is a strong 

undertone to the prevailing musk of unwashed bodies. 

The crowd is heaving and heady, yet relaxed and at 

ease. It never closes. It never quietens down. It’s the 

artificial heart of the station which perpetuates the illu-

sion of freedom, without ever coming close to the real 

thing. 

Halfway through my first drink, my eyes start burning 

and I begin to cough uncontrollably. The bartender sees 

me struggling, pours me a glass of iced water. 

“Drink it quick and it’ll pass,” he says, before going back 

to his duties. I manage to do so, in between my sputter-

ing, and, sure enough, the feeling subsides. 

“You passing through?” the man next to me asks. I turn 

slowly and realise he’s the source of the chemical smell 

which just overwhelmed me. 

 

The Abandoned Children of our Gold Horizons 
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Find us online or on discord at: 

https://robertsspaceindustries.com/orgs/UNARAS 

https://www.unaras.org/ 


